
First Tower Home Learning - Liberation Week  

 

Week beginning: 4.5.2020 ( Monday & Friday Bank Hols) 

 English 
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Liberation Activities  
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DAY 1 - The occupation of Jersey  
 
Jersey was invaded by the 
Germans on 30th June 1940. In the 
days prior to the invasion, parents 
had to make a decision on behalf 
of their children.  There was an 
option that children could leave 
their families and go to stay with 
other family members in England. 
Children would have had to leave 
their parents and make the 
journey by themselves on a boat, 
then once in England they most 
likely would have had to board a 
train to take them to their 
relatives.   
 
TASK: Split your A4 page in half 
down the middle. One side 
‘Reasons to STAY in Jersey’ and 
the other side ‘Reasons to LEAVE 
Jersey’. Think of reasons for both 
sides.  

Activity 1- Students from Highlands College are launching an initiative to celebrate Liberation 

75, and would like to you to join in. The students would like you to draw and display the 
Jersey flag, similar to what you may have done with the rainbow motif, with gratitude 
messages for the generation of people who lived through the Occupation. The aim is for those 
living in Jersey and the Channel Islands to remember and appreciate the difficult times of the 
past and recognise the better times to come. 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JS-gAXygQ58 
 

Watch this 10 minute video briefly outlining The Occupation of Jersey during WW2.  
 

TASK 1: Draw a big suitcase filling the whole of your A4 page.  
 

Pretend you have made the decision to leave your parents in Jersey and go and stay with 
relatives in England.  

 
Draw and label items in your suitcase of all the essentials you would need to take with you. 

Remember this wouldn’t be a holiday, children didn’t know how long the war would go on 
for but they knew it would potentially be years.  

 
 

TASK 2: Follow this link to find a Jersey War Tours Map.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JS-gAXygQ58


 
See Resources below for example.  
 
 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1-pSd-
lptQ20BM76zf5PjbzWTrhA&ll=49.25814250000001%2C-2.2270488999999998&z=12 

 
Use the key on the left hand side to look through various German fortifications built during 

WW2. You will see the Germans built many, many, many bunkers, look out towers etc around 
Jersey during WW2.  

 
In your exercise books, as best you can, draw a map of Jersey. (Alternatively complete this 

activity on Seesaw). You will now need to use the interactive map to plot where the 10 
Stutzpunkts are located in Jersey. (The Stutzpunkts are represented by an orange circle with a 

helmet). Stutzpunkts is the German word for ‘base’, you will see the word stutzpunkt is 
shortened to STP.  You will see in the pictures that it highlights German bunkers/look out 

towers that were built.  
You will need to look at where in Jersey the stutzpunkt is located and then plot it on your map 
and write its name underneath.  
 

See resources below for an example.  
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DAY 2 - During the Occupation   
 
You are going to pretend that you 
have made the decision to leave 
your parents and travel by boat to 
stay with your elderly Aunt and 
Uncle in the English countryside.  
 
TASK: You are going to write a 
letter home to your parents telling 
them details of your journey to 
England. 
 Also consider, how are you 
feeling? What was the boat like? 
Did you remember to pack 
everything? What is it like seeing 
your Aunt and Uncle? How are 

TASK: Today you are going to plan and create a new castle that will be built by the Germans 
during the occupation. Although Elizabeth Castle was built prior to WW2, once the Germans 

occupied Jersey they modernised the castle and brought in guns and built bunkers and 
battlements. It was essential for the Germans to take over Elizabeth Castle as they had look 

out posts over the sea so they could see any incoming boats that could have been a threat. If 
they had spotted a potential threat they would have had weapons at the castle that they 

could have used to defend themselves, or they would have sent messages back to shore so 
that soldiers on the ground could have formed an attack.  

 
Step 1: Plan your castle in your exercise books. Draw and label your design. Think about useful 

components of a castle and what would have been essential to include in a plan of a castle.  
You need to ensure that enemies could not enter the castle grounds or come close enough to 

shore to get onto the island.  
 

Look at the examples in the resources of castles.  
 

Step 2: Create your castle.  
 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1-pSd-lptQ20BM76zf5PjbzWTrhA&ll=49.25814250000001,-2.2270488999999998&z=12
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1-pSd-lptQ20BM76zf5PjbzWTrhA&ll=49.25814250000001,-2.2270488999999998&z=12


they feeling? What is the house 
like where you are staying?  
 
The video below is of children in 
England evacuating from big cities 
like London, Birmingham etc to 
move to the countryside where it 
was thought to be much safer. 
Jersey children would have 
undertaken similar journeys once 
they’d arrived in England by boat.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/wa

tch?v=E4mC4HdjJwQ 

 
 
 

You can do this by using cereal boxes, laundry powder boxes, any old food containers, toilets 
rolls etc. (Anything you can use from around your house). Alternatively you could also use 

wooden blocks or lego, or a combination of everything - whatever is easiest for you at home! 
 

Look at the examples in resources below.  
 

Remember to send pictures to us on Seesaw with your finished products! We can’t wait to see 
them.  
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DAY 3 - Liberating Jersey  
 
Create an acrostic poem in your 
exercise books using the word 
LIBERATION.  
 
E.g. 
Lovely Jersey free again! 
I 
B 
E 
R 
A 
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O 
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TASK: To celebrate the Liberation of Jersey and Germans leaving the island, lots of people held 
a street party on the street where they lived to celebrate with their neighbours.  
There would have been singing, dancing and eating, like a usual party but this would have been 
something that they hadn’t been able to do whilst the Germans occupied.  
 
Step 1: Create a poster welcoming your neighbours to the street to come to the party. The date 
would have been 9th May 1945.  
 
Step 2: Watch the following video of the Lindyhop.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjaqRlmVMiQ 
 
The lindyhop would have been a very popular style of dance that people performed in the 
1940’s. Many people would have danced a lindyhop style dance at the street parties on 
Liberation Day.  
 

Then listen to the following song -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIgZ7gMze7A 
Create your own dance to perform (to Mum/Dad/siblings if they are available). If you can, think 
about the dance moves that it shows you in the Lindyhop tutorial. Whatever moves you do, just 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4mC4HdjJwQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4mC4HdjJwQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjaqRlmVMiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIgZ7gMze7A


You may decorate your poem 
once it is written.  
 
 
 
 
 

have fun and think about how exciting it must have been for all the Jersey people to be 
liberated!! Send us a video clip of your dance on Seesaw-we’d love to see it!  
 
Step 3: Create a menu to serve to your neighbours at your street party. Look at the resources 
below to decide what you would like to include in your menu.  
Decorate your menu ready to lay out at your party.  
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Additional 
activities 
that can 

be 
completed 
online this 

week: 

If you’d like to extend and 
challenge yourself (with you 

parents help) have a go at some 
cooking/baking this week.  

 
To go with your street party, you 

could try and make something 
from your menu. For example, 
cucumber sandwiches or fresh 

lemonade!  
 

If you do, take a photo and email it 
to us, we would love to see what 

you have made! 

There are some classic Jersey recipes you may like to try (you will need parental help and 
supervision).  

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/jersey/about_jersey/food/recipes.shtml 

 
If you follow this link you can then choose to make either of the following: 

⚫ Bean soup  
⚫ Jersey Wonders 
⚫ Bean Crock  
⚫ Black Butter 
⚫ Cabbage Loaf  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/jersey/about_jersey/food/recipes.shtml


Tuesday - Literacy 

Reasons to stay in Jersey  

 

⚫ I would want to stay in Jersey to stay close to my 

parents because I would miss them if I had to 

leave them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reasons to leave Jersey  

 

⚫ It would be much safer to go to England where 

Germans are not going to rule how we live our 

lives.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tuesday - Geography  

 

 

STP Elizabeth Castle 



 

Wednesday - History  

        

       

 



Homemade castle examples  

     

      



  



Thursday - Street party menu ideas 

                    

Cucumber Sandwiches                          Freshly squeezed lemonade            Corned beef sandwiches  

                

Banana sandwiches         Cup of tea                         Scones                 Nettle tea             Plain biscuits  

  



  

  



 


